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Clemson Livestock Authorities

Dr. Aull Delegate To Recent
Lake Success Council Meeting
Dr. G. H. Aull, head of Clemson's Department of Agricultural
Economics and Rural Sociology,
was a delegate to the conference
of the United Nations' Economic
and Social Council held at Lake
Success, N. Y., from August 17
to September 6. U. S. Secretary
of the Interior Krug felt that some
economists should be at the conference to direct the thinking of
the other delegates, who were
mostly technicians such as mining and civil engineers, agriculturists, and forresters, in order
that the question of what the people of the world really need
would be always in mind. So he
invited three of the United States'
leading economists to serve as
delegates. They were Dr. Aull,
Dr. L. P. Gabbard of Texas A. &
M., and John P. Timmons of Iowa
State.
The main purpose of this conference was to make a study on
the conservation and utilization of
the natural resources of the
world, and to explore the supply
and demand of those resources.
From the information thus gathered the delegates learned which
resources need most to be developed and which are now adequate.
Trygve Lie, Secretary-General
of the United Nations, officially
opened the conference with an
address to the delegates, who
came from sixty countries. For
such main speeches as Mr. Lie's
the council met in general session;
most of the real work of the conference was done in smaller
groups, each of which had been
assigned a certain topic.
Dr. Aull said that in his opinion
the conference was very successful. There was accomplished, he
said, a profitable exchange of
ideas and "point of view." ,
The United Nations performs its
infinite variety of tasks through
three main divisions, or councils:
the General Assembly, the Security Council, and the Economic
and Social Council.

Baptists To Have
Welcome Supper
A church welcome supper for
all the young adults of the Baptist congregation is being sponsored by the Clemson Baptist
Church on Sunday, September 25,
at 5:30 p. m. in the club room
of the church. All young adults
who are interested are invited to
attend the supper, bringing with
them a dish of vegetables, a
salad, or a dessert, according to
Harold Cole, pastor of the church.
Hosts for the evening are Sunday School classes and the adult
union of the church, which ministers to this group.
The class
taught by Mr. Gene Parks is in
charge of the arrangements in the
Club Room, and Mr. Ed Warnoff's class will supervise the food
service. The church is to furnish
the meat, bread, and drink, while
all the guests are requested to
bring a "covered dish" of food.
The program will, stress fellowship. Special welcomes will >e
extended by Mrs. T. A. Hendricks,
C. S. Patrick, E. M. Railings,
Harold Cole In addition to some
special music, Dr. Albert Meiburg is scheduled to furnish some
magic.
Interested persons are urged to
call the church for further infor. mation.

Jr.-Senior Banquet
Fund To Be Raised By
Selling Magazines
In order to raise money for the
Junior-Senior Banquet next !
spring, the Junior class officers
are planning to conduct the annual magazine campaign during
the latter part of October.
A representative of Curtiss
Publishing Company will meet*
with the class in the near future
to discuss the magazine project.
The class officers hope that a
large -part of the money for the
Banquet will be raised through
this campaign.

"I have a sort of Reader's Digest knowledge of pharmacy."
Waite
"Orangeburg was infested with
mosquitos and gnats—really an
entomologist's paradise."
. . . Ibid
"Archaeological
field
trips
taken by University of Arizona
students are especially interesting
in light of the fact that the school
is co-educational."
. . . Gribbin
.

"The most vulgar thing I ever
saw was two women wrestling."
Owings

He Roars For Clemson A & M"

Attend Brahman Centennial

Nationally recognized authorities on livestock will be brought
together when the American
Brahman Centennial is celebrated
in Charleston September 27-October 1, according to J. T. Graves,
Clemson extension livestock specialist. Those authorities asked to
| attend and take charge of certain phases of the event from
| Clemson include South Carolina's
Prefabs are being moved from J Vice-Director of the Agricultural
the lot formerly occupied by the , Experiment Station, R. A. Mcgrounds department at the corner Ginty, who will be moderator and
of Jersey and Oak Lanes to clear Aubley H. Ward, District Extenground for Clemson's 'projected sion Agent of the Clemson Exagricultural engineering building. tension service who will be the
Sellers House Moving Company principle speaker. Mr.
Ward
of Greenville is transplanting the will discuss the subject "Why the
structures to locations on Oak South Must Grow Beef," during
Lane.
Agricultural engineering the course of his speech. Dr. R.
classes "are now being held in the F. Poole, President of Clemson
basement of Long Hall and 'in the | College, is a member of the _Adfarm machinery building.
visory Commission for the Centennial.
History records that the first
importation of Brahman cattle
was made through the port of
Charleston in 1849 which explains
Charleston's and South Carolina's
interest in this Centennial and alLast week Mr. Emerson Waite,' so signifies why this nationally |
Associate Professor of Psychology, advertised_ event is being celeand Mr. Gus Metz, Registrar, at' brated in Charleston.
Mr. Graves says that every
tended the Neuropsychiatric Sem
inar held, on Thursday, Fridayv Phase of the beef cattle business,
and Saturday at Edgewood Sani whether purebred or commercial,
without regard for breed, will be
tarium in Orangeburg.
The Seminar was sponsored by
the South Carolina Junior Chamber of Commerce assisted by the
South Carolina Mental and Social
Hygiene Society and the South
Carolina Conference for Social
An ordinance has been enacted
Work.
An interesting program con-, by the town of Clemson concern
sisted of thirty papers presented ing the parking of vehicles down
by outstanding psychiatrists from town. The ordinance was en
Chicago, Vermont, Pennsylvania, acted August 29, and was ratified
The ordinance
Louisiana, and other sections of by the Council.
states that it shall be unlawful to
the country.
The topics covered the broad park or leave parked any autofields of psychiatry and mental mobile or motor vehicle on either
hygiene, including consideration side of College Avenue between
of psychotherapy, shock treat- the intersection with Highway
ments, and surgery, as well as 123 and Earle Street for more
than one hour between the hours
preventive psychiatry.
In attendance at the meeting of 2 a. m. and 7. a. m. Any one
were many medical doctors, so- violating this ordinance is subject
cial workers, educators, and state to a fine not exceeding one hunand national officials.
Clemson dred dollars or imprisonment for
graduates (appearing on the pro-: not more than thirty days.
The ordinance only effect.grams include Governor J. Strom
Thurmond, who extended greet- area designated and shall not be
ings from the State of South Car- deemed to repeal any other parkolina, Mr. Audley H. Ward, who ing regulations for the town of
served as toastmaster at the ban- Clemson.

Prefabs Being Moved
To Clear Way For Ag
Engineering Building

DR. G. H. AULL

Students Warned
Sept. 24 Is Last
Day For Adding
Saturday, September 24, is
the last day on which classes
may be added for the first semester of the current session.
All Add Cards in order to be
effective, must be returned to
the Registrar's Office by 1:00
p. m., Saturday. Subjects may
continue to be dropped through
the first 4 weeks of classes
ending October 8.
A subject
dropped after the first 4 weeks
of class work is recorded as
"Withdrew Passing" or "Withdrew Failing," depending upon
the student's grade in the course
at the time the subject is dropped.
The Registrar's Office is now
checking for excessive credits.
Students registered for credits
in excess of their authorized
limit are reminded that where
it is necessary to re-arrange
their schedule it must be done
according to the rules stated
above.

Naval Reserve Announces Plans
M. C. Bell, commanding officer
of the local Naval reserve unit,
has announced that the unit will
meet on the first and third Wednesday of each month in the
Chemistry lecture room, from
8-30 to 10:30 p. m.
Professor Bell would like to see
all veterans who are interested
in joining the reserve. Office
hours are from 7:30 to 8:30 p. m.
in the Main Building. Any questions concerning Naval policy,
and other information will be
answered at that time.
Professor Bell is authorized to
issue any of the campaign medals
and Victory Medal. Any veteran
who wishes to obtain a medal
must bring his discharge.
Any officer who thinks he is
due a promotion and can verify
the fact will be promoted without
delay. Failure to accept promotion will result in being dropped
from the Reserve.
Some type of interesting program is offered at each meeting.
Faithful attendance at these
meetings can qualify a reservist
for a "satisfactory year of Federal
service." After twenty such years
of service, the reservist can retire on the same basis as a regular
Navy man.

Baptist Student Union
Elects New Officers
The executive committee of the
Baptist Student Union reorganized
at its last meeting and elected G.
Chris Turner to fill a vpeanev on
the council caused by the transfer of David Bedell to Auburn.
Pat Hance will be B S. U. president with the following men
serving with him on the council'
Ralph Jackson, enlistment; Jack
Ferguson, social; Ed Smith, devotional; Lauren
Andrews secretary; Chris Turner, treasurer;
John Dent, training unicn director; Tom Collings, Sunday school;
W. P. Roberts, extension; Ed
Watt, music; George Shelton, promotion, and Frank McClure, publicity. Harold Cole, pastor of the
Clemson College Baptist Church,
and Jim Spangenberg, minister of
students, will serve as advisors to
both the council and the B. S. U.

Waite, Melz Attend
Psychiatric Seminar

presented

and discussed by these
outstanding livestock authorities.
and
He believes that with more
in the Southeast
more farmers
turning to grass farming and catproduction,
this
meeting
tle
shouid. be of tremendous value to
present and future cattle produc-

Textile Majors Will Be Given
Chance At Up-To-Date Course
By H. L. DUKES

For the first time in the history
of Clemson College, a knitting
major will be given, beginning
this semester. Clemson will be
the second school in the country
The CDA announced otday plans for a dance to be to offer a degree in this course.
ers
semester, there are only 10
He points out that subjects listheld at Clemson the weekend of the Mississippi State foot- This
boys in the advanced course, but
ed for discussion by noted liveball game, October 7 and 8. Tentative arrangements have the courses are expected to be
stock workers include oil, grasses
been made with the Jimmy Lunceford band to play for filled next semester. The course
and pasture development; animal
given this semester is WD
husbandry and breeding; live
the dance. Although definite plans a^e not complete, being
311, a course in flat knitting, conpurebred
cattle
stock
diseases;
there will likely be a dance on Friday night, a tea dance cerning Tricot, Sedago, and other
advertising; and the Brahman and
on Saturday afternoon, and an informal dance after the warp knitted fabrics.
ker.
On
October
1
there
the Pac
The major course will embrace
win be held a purebred Brahman
game lasting until 12 o'clock. Further details will be
elementary knitting, warp knitaucti0n sale as a final event of
printed in next week's Tiger.
ting, full fashion and advanced
tne Brahman Centennial. For enhosiery knitting, knitting designtertainment,
Lewis Blackmon's
ing and analysis, garment manuDiamond B 'outfit will stage a full
facturing, under and outer wear
fledged wild west rodeo during
knitting, knitting calculations and
the nights of September 28, 29,
yarns, knitting mill organization,
and 30, and a Saturday matinee
and other related subjects.
on October 1.
Additional courses will be given
The rodeo is probably the first
each semester until the major is
complete rodeo ever staged
in
completed. Sixteen hours will be
this state, and it will be held in
given in knitting. The ideal time
the
new
Charleston
Stadium
to enter this field would be as a
The Senior Platoon selected
which seats 25,000 persons.
first semester junior, but it will
„The American Brahman Cen- sixteen men to join its rank last
be possible for students more or
tennial, marking the 100th anni- Friday after an elimination drill.
less advanced to sign up for these
versary 0f the first Brahman catThe cadets chosen are D. A.
classes.
Ue in America) is being held for
Graduates in knitting should be
Kirby,
animal
husbandry
junior
f
stimulating
intne purpose
0
able to find positions much easier
in the of Timmonsville; H. C. McMillan,
creased cattle production
than other textile majors because
South, regardless of breed," Mr. architectural engineering junior
of the limited field. South CaroC
Graves explains. "From 1924 to of Spartanburg; J. M. Pursley,
lina is a very fertile field for the
1948 the cash farm income from
By Al Blessing
textile manufacturing junior of
knitting industry.
Textile
stulivestock and livestock products
dents should consider majoring in
Clover;
J.
D.
Jones,
textile
manuPlans
have
been
completed
and
has increased 100 per cent, while
knitting since other fields of the
income from cotton _and cotton facturing senior of Fort Mill; G. work has been started on the distextile industry are full, and also
seed have declined 40 per cent for R. Timmerman, arts and sciences play to be shown by Clemson knitting covers a very broad scope
South Carolina farmers.
This junior of Charleston; C. C. Phil- College at the annual State Fair.! f textile materials
0
shows a very significant trend in lips, electrical engineering junior
Prof. William O. Allen, a newAfter many hours research and
South Carolina towards more live- of Blackville; G. M. Lupo, texcomer to the textile faculty, is
the
elimination
of
several
differstock farming," he adds.
tile engineering senior of Charteaching some of the new knitRe .g from Canton
lotte, N. C.^nd J. H. Pitts, agron- ent ideas an agreement was
s
reached
on
the
type
display
to
be
. a ,veteran
omy senior of Clinton.
/
Mteran nf thp
N. C, and is
of the
Also, M. O. Parsons, pre-med- shown.
Clemson Profs Make
Navy. Prof. Allen will be very
icine junior of Hemingway; H. D.
glad to talk to any students who
THEME IS FIGHT BUGS
Shroud, textile engineering junior
Pictures Of Bacteria
desire more detailed information
of Richland; G. M. Strickland,
Keeping in mind the purpose of aDOut the course.
Dr. G. W. Anderson, of the An- chemical engineering junior of the display (entertainment and
Various companies are consignimal Husbandry Department, Ex- Concord; W. F. Marscher, me- education) the committee decid- mg equipment to the textile school
periment Station, and J. A. Sud- chanical engineering senior of ed on the theme "Fight Bugs." an(j a complete knitting lab should
Beaufort; J. D. Chastain, vocadeth, physics instructor, collabo- tional agricultural education of The actual meaning of the theme be jn operation soon. The faculty
is extremely broad in the sense pians to make the Clemson texrated to obtain pictures of bac- Taylors; N. E. Davis, animal hus- that it covers both insects and ile school one of the most outt
teria wh ich , prod-yee -diseases in bandry junior of Mullins; W. K. diseases.
.
standing kiutting departments in
Clark,
textile
manufacturing
seMrs. Lowery, supervisor of dec- the country.
animals.
.
The electromicroscope was used nior of Walhalla; and W. T. Der- oration, announced that the deco- .
ieux, poultry senior of Blythe- rations would be built around an '
to take exposures of different
wood.
autumn color scheme.
stages of bacteria cell. division.
The display will consist of sevA picture was made of one of
eral sections all related to inthe organisms that causes shipsect and disease control. On one
ping fever in cattle, a very comside of the display will be a secplex disease.
tion consisting of insect control
The result of the two men's
materials. In this section there
work can be used as diagnostic
will be insecticides, fungicides,
ai'd in disease cases.
etc., along with literature on inAt a meeting recently held by
The United States Navy Band,
The microscope used magnifys
sect control^ In the center of the long a Clemson College concert
the Bobbin and Beaker staff, a
up to one hundred thousand times.
display an endless belt will carry favorite, will return to the camnew staff for the current school
The whole machine is seven feet
silhouettes of many different in- pus next Tuesday, October 4, to
year was elected.
high, but the viewer is two by two
George Adams, appointed by sects.
W. C. Nettles, chairman present Clemson's first concert of
B. K. Sutton, textile manufacinches.
members of Blue Key to be chair- of the display committee said,
turing senior of Greenville, was
Two hundred and thirty volts man of this year's Council of "The endless belt with the sil- the 1949-50 series.
elected editor, and J. R. Anderson,
The band not only contains a
AC are introduced into the ma- Club Presidents, announced to- houettes will be the eye-catcher
textile manufacturing senior of
chine, but at the final stage, day that the group will hold its for the display." Slides on in- host of talented performers, but
Elmhurst, Illinois, was elected asthis has been converted to fifty first meeting Wednesday night of sects and plant disease damage also a battery of arrangers who
sociate editor.
thousand volts of direct current. next week at 9 p. m. The meet- will be shown on the other end of manage to give the sailors' music
Also elected to positions on the
Specimans are mounted on a ing will probably be held in the the display. To complete the a touch of originality and unistaff were N. A. Howell, managmetal screen ,which is so fine Block C Room in the basement of story told by the display there queness.
ing editor, George Asnip, Jr.,
Lieutenant Commander Charles
that it looks like a solid piece of the Seventh Barracks.
will be a cemetery in which Mr. Brender, who has been with the
business manager, R. F. Barrett,
metal. The screen has two hunThis
group,
begun
during
the
Insect will be the sole inhabitant. band for more than thirty-five
advertising editor, J. G. Brock,
dred pieces of wire per inch.
spring semester of last year, is
textile news correspondent, S. P.
years and has been its conductor
PLANNING COMMITTE
designed to coordinate the activiMorrah, assistant circulation
since 1941, will again be on the
ties
of
all
of
Clemson's
various
manager, V. I. Lubash, circulaNOTICE
To do justice to this display it podium during this current tour;"
clubs
and
organizations.
As
its
tion manager, J. M. Gaddy, asis taking many hours of - hard He has led the band through sevStudents are requested to name implies, the council has a labor along with a lot of plan- eral hundred concerts, and cansistant advertising manager, and
membership
composed
of
the
notify
the
local
office
of
the
R. A. Gettys, photographer. The
ning.
On the planning or ad- not even begin to enumerate the
Western Union Telegraph Com- presidents of all campus groups.
contributing editors will be M.
visory committee are Mr. A. E. concerts in which he played as a
Adams urges that every club
pany of changes of local address
M. Clinkscales and H. E. Bright.
Schilletter, Mr. H. A. Woodle, member.
or room assignments in order president or his designated rep- Mr. C. G. Cushman, Mr. S. C.
According to the staff, there are
The U. S. Navy Band has been
resentative
be
at
this
first
meetthat deliveries of telegrams
still openings for three members
Stribling and Mr. E. C. Turner. in existance since 1925, when
ing of the year.
Long range
can be made without delay,
from the sophomore and junior
The committee on construction President Coolidge signed a
according to an announcement plans will be made for work that and decorations include Mr. L. M. special statute of the Sixty-eighth
classes.
Anyone
interested
is
will
be
carried
on
for
the
entire
by O. W. "Glad Tidings" Deaurged to contact one of the memIt has made a tour
Sparks, Mr. M. C. McKenzie, Mr. Congress..
year, he said.
son, office manager.
bers of the staff.
G H. Stewart, Mr. C. W. Hall, every year since then, except, of
Mr. L. W. Riley and Mr. Masters. course, during the war years, and
Mrs. Lowery is in charge of all also is featured on several nation-"
al radio networks every week.
decorations.
Included on the program which
will be presented at Clemson next
week are modern classics, music
Baptist Church Plans of the old masters, popular music,
semester is failed and no credit here has particularly impressed
light classics, and operatics.
him as being very conducive to
is received in any subject,
A limited number of season
Budget For Year
effective
studying.
of Science from the same Univertickets to-the concert series is
As for ac omparison of Indian
The Clemson College Baptist still available to students for
sity in 1935 in Physics. He then
worked as a professor of textiles, standards of life and culture with Church in its' annual business wives or dates. Their price is
physics, and chemistry under the that of the United States, he states session last Sunday approved a six dollars, and they may be obthat his land is far behind ours, financial budget of $13,800 for the tained from the President's ofdirector of industry.
This budget
Jobs for qualified personnel but that his people are on the next ten months.
fice.
will be available in the future in upward road after many rever- will finance the program of the
Pakistan in the textile fields as sals. Indian architecture, in his church and contribute to outside
soon as the government procures opinion, is comparable to Amer- causes through June 30, 1950.
Four new deacons were elected
the necessary machinery for erec- ican in many ways, and he betion of plants. According to Mr. lieves that his country may be at the church session. The deaIslam, the living conditions for slightly ahead in some aspects cons of the church, twelve in
number, serve terms of six years
technicians are comparable to of applied architecture.
A course in elementary philosoAmericans, according to Mr. each, with four retiring every
the upper class in the United
States. As it will probably be •Islam, have a distorted view of other year. Men elected to the phy, something that has never
several years before' the pro- Indian political history of both diaconate-, until 1955 are Lewis been given at Clemson before, is
gram gets into full swing, Mr. the Tvioslems and Hindus. Any- Malphrus, A. M. Sherriff, R. A. being offered to students here
Islam is planning to keep in one who is interested in the his- Bannister, and Ed Warnoff. Dea- this fall. The course is being
touch with Dr. Brown, dean of tory of India and its political de- sons already serving are: Dean taught by the Reverend Emmet
the textile school here at Clem- velopment can contact Mr. Islam \ S. B. Earle, Thomas A. Morgan, Gribbin, rector of the local Episson", for references toward em- in the temporary barracks No. 1, K. R. Helton, Dr. Albert Mei- copal Church.
Only seniors have been arts?
ployment of graduates of the tex- room No. 1. If enough men are burg, Dr. T. A. Whije, J. W.
tile school here at Clemson by interested in this subject he will Brown, W. C. Bowen, and W. A. to sign up the course this semester, but the course will probably
hold a short class on it at a con- Newton.
the government of Pakistan.
MR. HAFIZ-UL-ISLAM
K. R. Helton and C. S. Morgan be open to both juniors and seMr. Islam is very impressed venient time.
Life here in the United States ■ were re-elected as church trea- niors next semester.
with the life of the students here
The textbook used is History
at Clemson. He believes that the is fine, states Mr. Islam, but he is l surer and church clerk, respecMr. Islam received his Master location of the school is excellent eager to complete his course of tively. In addition to these, the of Western Philosophy by Bert-1
schooling, if one fails in any one in view of the lack of distractions study and return to his native church also elected officers for rand Russell. Approximately
of the five final exams in the pre- of the surrounding country. The land and his job as director of the training union and the church thirty students are enrolled in the I
[ class.
committees.
scribed courses, then the entire organized life of the students i textiles.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

CD A Announces Dance

Senior Platoon Accepts
Sixteen New Members
College Exhibit At
State Fair To Be
On Fighting Bugs

Town Of Clemson
Sets Parking Law

quet, and Dr. L. P. Thackston,
who presented a paper on "Nervous Symptoms Associated with
Urological Disease."
A number
of other Clemson graduates were
also in attendance at the seminar.

Goodwill Club Meet
Announced By Bowen
Mr. T. A. Bowen, president of
the Pickens County Goodwill
Club and a member of the Clemson Extension service before his
retirement, announced the annual
meeting of the club to be held at
Rocky Bottom, Sept. 23. The social hour begins at 7, p. m. Supper
will be served promptly at 7:30
i
p. m.
»
The purpose of this meeting is
to bring about a closer relationship between local citizens and
leaders of state and national importance.
Outstanding leaders expected
to be present this year include:
I the Hon. James F. Byrnes, Senj ators Johnston and Maybanks,
and Gov. J. Strom Thurman.
There will be no tickets sold on
plates. Complimentary tickets
have been mailed along with invitations to all members of the
club.
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Bobbin And Beaker
Elects New Staff

Council 01 Club
Presidents Slates
Meet Next Week

Navy Band To Give
First Concert Of
Season Tuesday

Indian Student Likes The Life At Clemson
By ROY THOMPSON, JR.

*

Pakistan, as it is now known
after the division of India, is
represented here at Clemson by
Mr. Mohammed Hafiz-Ul-Islam,
the leading man in the East Pakistan government in the field of
textiles.
Pakistan in recent years has
been trying to overcome the
chains of British rule which have
held it back so long industrially.
The production of its two main
crops, namely jute and cotton, has
been limited to the gathering of
the raw materials for shipment
to the British Isles for manufacture into finished products. Now
Pakistan is erecting its own refining plants and finishing shops.
Mr. Islam is now in this country to study American methods
and carry back to Pakistan the
know-how to produce and manufacture textile products for consumption.
Mr. Islam received his education at the University of Calcutta, where he took his Bachelor
of Science degree in 1930. Incii dentally, in the Indian system of

Philosophy Being
Taught This Year

Page 2
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Sour Grapes
V&n£v;.
Having met all the qualifications necessary to procure a
book of tickets for Clemson's football series, and having
forked over seven-and-a-half bucks so that the wife could
have more of the same, we feel justified in voicing our dissatisfaction regarding a few incidents that occurred at Saturday night's game.
In the first place, it appears that we hold some misconception as to whom the band is playing for at the football
games. From where we were sitting about halfway up in
the stands on the thirty-five yard line, the only noise we
heard even slightly resembling music were a few discordant
throbs of the bass drum. We didn't even hear the tune of
the new fight song. So, it appears, the band should be seated in a more strategic position, thereby giving more of the
Clemson fans musical benefits. '
All of the rest of our criticism concerns, or is directed
at, the cheerleaders. In our opinion, the loudspeaker system was horribly misused. Announcements were made
that were obviously fictitious. Several times the cheerleaders berated certain sections of the stands for "not cheering."
Instead of stepping back from the mike after announcing
cheers, the cheerleaders shouted their part oi the cheering
into the instrument, playing havoc with spectators' eardrums.
Cheers were asked for at too frequent intervals. In short,
our cheering squad came close to making a nuisance of itself.

No Parking

c.i

Talk of the Town
By Howell Arthur
This seems to be a year for excavations.
Navigating the campus the day before
yesterday in search of the wherewithal to
fill this space, I noticed that Clemson, not
to be caught slumbering, is up with the
trend. Down on the street which runs by
the side of the Fort Hill Bank and Trust
Company's massive office building, for instance, there is a trench which might convey the notion that Col. Cookson's "War is
inevitable" theory is being taken to heart.
On the other hand, it may be a tunnel
through which some underworld crew will
transfer to their own accounts the holdings
of the Fort Hill Bank and Trust Company.
The L. C. Martin Drug Company building
now fronts on a hole, suggesting that Dr.
McCollum, its proprietor, may have run out
of storage space for his millions.
Farther up the street, the Tiger Den's facade is being altered by the removal of concrete slabs which survive from the days
when the Den sold more gasolin.e than chili.
College authorities frowned when a recent
senior class offered to do the job gratis; now
whoever owns the land is having to pay for
his quondam truculence.
Bowman Field, as usual, is in a state of
upheaval, looking slightly more kempt than
Bikini after Operation Crossroads.
They're moving a lot of prefabs to make
room for the new Agricultural Engineering
building, too.
It's none of my business,
but I think that's a mighty good thing—the
new building, 1 mean. I included in my inspection tour the Farm Machinery building,

Dear Tom,
It was hoped, by the, cadet
corps, that the recent changes in
the military staff at Clemson
would contribute greatly to the
efficiency of things in general,
and cadet life in particular. Such,
however, has not proved the case:
Take, for example, the case of
cadet N. S. O. appointments. It
has been a custom of long standing that corporals and sergeants
for a given year be informed of
their promotions near the end of
the previous semester, or as soon
as they return in the fall. As
this is written, former students
have been here for two weeks,
and no non-commissioned officer
below the rank of first sergeant
has received any promotion. Regular Tuesday-Thursday drills
have Keen in the hands of temporary N. C. O.'s appointed by
cadet company officers. These
men can hardly be expected to
give their best effort to the supervision of elementary drill with
the realization that their ranks
may not be confirmed officially.
The effect is demoralizing, to say
the very least.
Then there is the room-change
scandal. Again we are concerned
with an old custom, observed in
civilized colleges as well as at
Clemson; that of being allowed to
select one's roommates. In any
form of democracy, a man is permitted to select his own wife, his
own companions, and, with limitations, his own place of abode.
Until Monday night, most Clemson student were fairly well satisfied with room arrangements
handed down by the Commandant's office. At that time, however, a number of men were notified that they had been arbitrarily selected to move to other
companies. This would not have
been so bad, except that these
men were lifted one by one from
a room, as a rule, thereby breaking up . old and new friendships.
This to say nothing of pushing
them off on others who thus became equally unfortunate.
It seems that there is little
these men can do to better their
~ lot. The military department is
rarely defied and less often successfully so.
(Signed)
Hassell Simpson

which now serves as classroom space for the
ag engineering boys. It ain't much. Clemson's chapter of the American Society of
Agricultural Engineers, which took top honors last summer in a national contest, deserves something better than that.
The Tiger won't be outdone. We're moving, too. Working one. man a day in order
to avoid possible boredom which undoubtedly would cause a loss of man-hours, the
Construction and Bepair division hopes to
have the old fire stables converted into a
modern newspaper office complete with lavatory within the decade.
The most interesting construction work,
liowever, is going on behind First Barracks.
1 nolieed it yesterday for the first time; the
casual observer: scarcely realizes that digging is being done there. Consulting a spade
operator, I learned that we are to have a
pedestrian subway between First Barracks
and the new Power House. Barraclcs heating will be really efficient from now on.
Pipes have been done away with; henceforth
students who want heat will carry personally monogrammed buckets to the Power
House, and will bring the heat back in the
buckets.
I believe this is a good thing. All too
long, students have had to suffer because
temperature in barracks had to be maintained at a level which was most desirable
to the majority. Now warmth will be put
on an individual basis; each man will have
Vets Can Compute
his own bucket to fill as he chooses.

Parking officials have asked that we mention through
this column that contrary to however it may seem, work on
a better parking system has not been dropped. These officials met this week and are at present trying to iron out
more of the difficulties that seem at first glance incurable.
Coincident with this planning, traffic rules have been
tightened and a number of warnings have been issued by
the enforcement officer. Beginning on Monday, violators
will be punished as per the parking regulations.
A good many of the violations are unauthorized parking. Maps have been displayed in prominent places that
show the areas for student and faculty parking. Until more
suitable rules can be worked out, the parking regulations issued last year will be followed. So, although some of the
parking places marked for students are inconvenient, perhaps it would be better in the long run to go on and park in
the designated areas.
What type of system will be finally worked out is not
known. Some of us have still got to be convinced that there
are enough parking places to go around. Maybe a good way
for the parking committee to prove this to us would be to assign each of us aparking place numbered to correspond with
the numbers on our registration stickers. Then we could
By GRADY DANIEL
discourage anyone's taking our place by letting the air out
of his tire the first time he did it. A few strokes on the end Have you ever investigated book, which denotes its exact lo- card catalog.
The music room Hostess, Mrs.
of a tire pump would probably make him see the error of your library? But first, do you cation.
If you look more closely you Elizabeth Burley, will aid any
know
how
to
use
it
efficiently?
his way.
will also see another number. student in finding records that he

The Veterans
Corner
Amount Of Refund

that he doesn't have much dirt Senior Class) May seems to have
this week.
lost interest since he won the
election. What about the PlaceOSCAR SAYS
that next week will be a dif- ment Bureau, May?
ferent story.
OSCAR SAYS
that Tom (the Demon Foghorn^
OSCAR s~XYs
""that he (Oscar) knows all, Wallace is back again.
sees all, and TELLS all, so watch
OSCAR SAYS
your step.
that( in connection with the
OSCAR SAYS
above, absorbent cotton makes
that he wonders how 'Booby" good earplugs.
Moorman made company comOSCAR SAY3
■
mander.
that he (Oscar) hears that a
OSCAR SAYS——
dozen girls invaded third barthat Olhe (Look! Two Dia- racks last week. From what he
monds) Stukes seems to be fol- hears, he (Oscar) wishes he had
lowing in "Boy Scout" Brackett's been there.
footsteps.
OSCAR SAYS
OSCAR SAYS
that Burtner still hasn't returnthat he has his eye on A. H. ed from Europe. He must be
(Goody, Goody, I made Cadet swimming back.
Colonel) Peters.
OSCAR" S'AYS——
OSCAR SAYS
-that he (Oscar) isn't worried,
that Slick (Latin Lover) Ma- cause he can use the extra sleep.
gruder is on the prowl again.
OSCAR SAYS
All girls in this area are cautionthat he wonders how "Wared to be on the look-out. You head" Morehead got to be a
may be his next victim.
cheerleader.
OSCAR SAY6

OSCAR SAYS

OSCAR SAYS

that the funniest sight of the
week was Foster (that guy should
be arrested) Stanley sliding down
the quadrangle steps on his face
Saturday night.

that, for those who are interested, "Colonel" Jefferson Davis McMahan III says that "Taps"
will begin actual operations next
week."

3SCAR SAYS-

OSCAR SAYS

that Colonel Cookson's warthat he (Oscar) woncfers when
Senior Council is going to carry talk has made a great many advanced ROTC students start
out those campaign promises.
living everyday as if it were their
OSCAR SAYS
that Dan (I'm president of the last.

Campus Crusader . . .
By ROY THOMPSON, JR.°
AN OPEN LETTER TO THE PRESIDENT:
Why not let veterans' wives take courses here at Clemson with their husbands? This subject may have been approached before, but I would like to suggest that if it has
been brought up before, it be brougght out into the open
again. Many schools since the termination of hostilities
have opened their doors to the wives of veterans. Personally, I believe that the institution of such a program would
be of benefit to all concerned.
This part time or full time school work would also be
somewhat of a distraction from the glaring lack of recreational facilities in this area. As one example of an institution of higher learning that has incorporated such a program
in its system, I could mention the University of Florida,
which I have attended previously. In 1946 the University
had a swolen. enrollment of about 6,000 men. In 1947 it
allowed veterans' wives to take part in its undergraduate
work without credit. Soon after this move, it developed a
full accredited course for these people. It now has an enrollment of over 10,000.
Many war-time marriages and post-war marriages
caused a cessation of schooling of either one or the other of
the parties. Now is the chance to remedy this situation, as
I see it. Of course, it will require more than my few words
to enact such a program, but if the majority of veterans are
interested in such a program for their wives I believe it
could be arranged without disturbing too many mores and
customs of this institution.
One of the big objections to this type of program is the
additional cost to the veteran. I suggest that the fee could
be substantially cut in view of the fact that two members of
a family are attending school.
At the present time, education of the masses seems to
be the only way out of the chaotic conditions that exist in
the world. We can not neglect the education of the women
in our community with a clear conscience. Let our school
meet the challenge and keep pace with the times.

Commander Tate of the local
American Legion Post quotes the
latest method of computing the
amount of refunds on World War
II insurance as follows:
Take the number of months
your policy was in force between
the date you first signed up for
your insurance and the same date
The purpose of this article is to
wishes to hear. Miss Ethel Cal- in 1948. Call that number "A."
give the student a more general This is the number of the author. las, the library assistant, will
Take the amount of insurance
information on its use so that After this is secured, make out a help you find material for term you have (or had) in thousands
he may familiarize himself with white slip, filling in the call papers, essays, themes, or any
it and by doing so further his number, the number of the au- other information that you may of dollars. If you had $10,000
own education-. What's the use thor, and all other information have to get. Miss Sidelle Ellis, take 10. Call that number "B."
If your age was 40 or under
of having a library if no one that is necessary. A second source bibliographer and special aid to
uses it? The food of knowledge (mostly for subject matter) is the undergraduates, can guide you in when you applied for your in-,
surance your' dividend rate is 55
is there; all we have to do is reference collection (encyclope- writing your bibliographies.
dia, dictionary, ets.). These books
partake of it.
Miss Leona Feely is the brows- cents. Call that number "C."
Our Clemson College Library may be found on the shelves of ing room hostess. You "ag maMultiply "A" times "B" times
houses 110,000 bound volumes, the main browsing room.
jors" will probably find Mr. John "C" to get the amount of your
Still a third source is the in- Goodman helpful in any research refund.
including periodicals, books, and
government publications. There dexes to the periodicals. They that you may have to. do. - He is
When inquiring as to the conIf you were over 40 when you
are also 787,795 government doc- may be found in the west room the assistant librarian in charge' applied for your insurance use text of a lecture he had missed,
uments in our library. In the on the pine tables. (They are also of the agricultural reference de- the following dividend rates for the student received this answer
subject file may be found 39,000 arranged alphabetically.) In se- partment.
from his friend:
"C
general pamphlets and news- curing information from the
Incidentally, when you use
"It wasn't a slow lecture, and
Age
41,
52
cents;
42,
49
cents;
paper clippings covering infor- periodicals, first look for your reference books and magazines it
43, 46 cents; 44, 43 cents; 45, 40 it wasn't a fast lecture. It was
subject.
Under
the
subject
you
mation on many diverse subjects.
would be helpful to Miss Margy cants; 46, 37 cents; 47, 34 cents; kind of a half-fast lecture."
Or if your interest tends toward will find a list of leads, such as: Hartkopf if you would put the 48, 31 cents; 49, 28 cents; 50, 25
Life 19:17-18, Ap. 20, 45 or books that you use back on the^
music, the Music Room, which
Two bulls were talking over
cents; 51, 24 cents; 52, 23 cents;
is located in Room Nine in the Time 46:66-67, Aug. 13,45. The shelves when you've finished with 53, 22 cents; 54, 21 cents; 55" or the back fence one day. Each one
basement of the library, contains first number indicates the vol- them.
would tell of the virtues and
more, 20 cents.
1,000 classical, semi-classical, and ume, the second the pages on
Other members of the staff are
faults of their respective barnSurvivors
of
deceased
veterans
which
the
jarticle
relating
to
the
popular records. This room is
Miss Beverly Evans, stenograparticular subject is found, and pher; Miss Pauline Holden and will be notified by the VA if they yard life.
open from 8 a. m. till 10 p. m.
1st Bull: "I really have a great
In finding specific subjects, au- the third the date of the maga- Miss Jacqueline Miller, clerk- are entitled to a dividend.
A second "special" dividend life. Everyday we have clean
thors, or other information, here zine.
stenographers; Miss Angelina
are three helpful hints to aid you
In case anyone has trouble Way, circulation librarian., and will be paid, probably in 1951, to straw in the stables, plenty of nice
in your search: First, if you are finding the thing that he islook- Miss Faye Mitchell, assistant to bring up to date all policies kept green grass to eat, and the other
looking for a certain book, you ing for there is a staff ofcom- circulation librarian; Mr. Muriel in force after 1948. After that day six young heifers moved in.
may find it by looking in the petent librarians on hand for your Rutledge, cataloger for archives dividends will be paid annually How is life with you?"
card catalog, which is located immediate convenience.
Miss and map divisions; Miss Evelyn as they are earned. Some years • 2nd Bull: "My life isn't too
in the east wall of the main read- Cornelia Graham, chief librarian, Sears, secretary, and Miss Sarah some policies may not earn a good. We»don't have clean stables, the grass has long been gone,
ing room. These files contain and her aide, Miss Ethel Allen, Lander, government documents dividend.
many small 3" x 5" cards on will be more than glad to orient librarian.
Commander Tate estimated and there are no young heifers."
which are listed, in alphabetical anyone on anything he wishes to
1st. Bull: "You really do have
Anytime you need help in ex- that approximately $125,000.00
order, the title of the book or the know about the library. Miss ploring the library or doing ref- will be refunded Veterans of a hard life."
author, whichever the case may Mary Stevenson, the cataloger, erence work, don't forget, this Ware Shoals and vicinity. This
2nd. Bull: "That's not the half
be. On this card may also be can also offer assistance to any- capable staff is always at your figure based on the national aver- of it. What really gets me is that
steer following me around all the
found the call number of the one having difficulty using the disposal.
age of $175.00 per person.

How Well Do You Know The Library?

OSCAR SAYS

that Charlie (Old-timer) Kelly
that the food in the messhall
is still here.
has sunk to a new low.

tfofd *P%om OtAen, @otteye ^*f&

"Hiat'i |urt the way she came in last fall, and I never did see her In anything
'cept them jeans."

time trying to tell me about his
operation."
A new ballad has just come out
of Ireland, and it promises to be
one of the best to come out of
that country in many a day. The
title of this harmonious little
ditty is, "Get off the Pool Table
Grandmother, You're Wearing off
the Green."
"I simply can not understand
the combination of my wife's
clothing."
"What puzzles you?"
"Well, when she wants to hide
anything she pokes it down her
neck, but when she wants it again
it's always in her stocking."
Getting married is very much
like a game of cards. Ir depends
a good deal on what kind of hand
you hold.
There are two kind of girls:
those that kiss and those that are
never asked.

/
y
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Clemson Baptists Are Planning

Military Department
Eight Men Are Named
Rice Football Game Radio Party
Lists Personnel Changes
Last Chance For To Regimental Staff
A radio party will be held Sat-^-—
urday night, September 24, at the
Clemson Baptist Church about 8
p. m.
Clemson's military department^
Albert H. Peters, chemical en-*
The game will be heard over
gineering senior of Summerville,
has added five new officers and
a Victor F. M. radio presented to
has taken over the position of
five enlisted men to its staff since
the church by Dr. P. S. McCollum
Regior.al Commander of the
the last school year.
: because of his interest in the. stuClemson Cadet Corps for the
They are Colonel Forrest £
:
ill
be
dent program.
The Taps photographer \>
Cookson, Commandant; Lt. CoL
year 1949-50. The three-diamond
Cokes and crackers will be in the basement of the Main colonel has four battalions and a
N. O. Whitlaw, a Clemson gradavailable. Anyone interested is building Thursday, Friday and total of approximately 1,800 men
uate, Armored Cavalry instructor.
p. m. under his command, more than
invited, according to Jack Fergu- Saturday mornings until
He came from duty as G-l officer
son, social chairman of the Bap- for those men who failed to have any cadet colonel has had since
with the' 24th Infantry Division in
tist Student Union. Students maj their pictures taken. This is abso- the beginning of the war.
Japan.
lutely the last time that photoOther officers are Captain E.
Peters is not only outstanding
bring dates if they wish.
graphs will be made.
in the military. He is a member
W. Kirby, Quartermaster Corps;
Seventeen hundred
pictures Qf Alpha Chi Sigma, national
Captain W. M. Beaven, Air
have been taken, and the Taps honorary chemical fraternity; the
Force; and 1st Lieutenant L. A. ]
staff is expecting to take 2000.
Senior Council, (membership is
Dalton, Air Force.
Seniors are also reminded to automatic for the cadet colonel
Major T. K. Myers, Air Force,
fill out their senior information but he was elected by the student
is professor of air science and
blanks and turn them in to the body before his new rank was
tactics, and in charge of Air Force
ROTC activities at Clemson.
Taps office. A good deal cf the announced), the Minor C Club
The Air Force is now conliterary work has been done, and Rifle team, and the American Inducting- its own ROTC . prothe Taps staff would like to get stitute of Chemical Engineers.
He is also a member of the milgram on the same parallel with
Over 30 delegates from five all of the blanks in as soon as
itary organizations Scabbard anc
the Army program.
foreign countries as well as the possible.
Blade, Pershing Rifles, and ExeLt. Col. R. B. Smith, Infantry,
United States attended the first
has been assigned to the position
cutive Sergeants Club.
International Sestme Conference
of Associate Commandant anri
held at Clemson College Aug. 16- yields of up to 1,000 pounds of
The Regional Executive Officer
seed per acre are now possible.
Adjutant.
17.
is Jack C. Brock, textile manufacSesame oil is a high-grade pro- turing senior of Whitmire. Other
New non-commissioned officers
Foreign visitors from Denmark,
who have reported for duty are
Colonel Forrest E. Cookson is the Commandant andTIFrofe^or.^
France, Venezuela, El Salvador, duct which is used in making members of the Regimental Staff
Military Science and Tactics at Clemson College. He graduated
Master Sergeant F. W. Barnes,
and India were welcomed to the shortening, oleomargarine and are James M. Farmer, textile
from West Point and comes to Clemson from an overseas assignCorps of Engineers; Master Sercampus by Dr. R. F. Poole, presi- cooking oil, while the whole seeds manufacturing senior of Anderment as military attache in New Zealand.
geant C. P. McDonald, Infantry;
dent, and Dr. H. P. Cooper, di- are used in the bakery and con- son, adjutant; Curtis T. Wilson,
Sergeant First Class L. D. Elliott,
rector of the S. C. Experiment fectionery trades.
arts and sciences senior of AlInfantry; Sergeant C. O. Keeling,
Station.
lendale, supply officer; Arthur J.
Armored Cavalry; and Staff SerSesame, or "benne" as it is
Any Clemson College student Banks, electrical engineering segeant T. J. Perry, Air Force.
familiarly known, has new pos- who is under suspension for nior of St. Matthews, public inFour officers have completed
sibilities as a cash crop for the academic deficiency and desires formation officer; Julian F. Craig,
their tour of duty at Clemson and
Southeast, delegates were told by to re-enter, is required to appeal pre-medicine senior of Eastover,
have been transferred to other
J. A. Martin, associate horticul- to a board known as the Commit- chaplain; Mac A. Craig, mechanBy Howell Arthur
posts.
turist of the S. C. Experiment tee on Admissions.
i ical engineering junior of Clover,
_ | of mongrel descent,- into relativeLt. Col. R. D. Crosby, Infantry,
"For progressively minded in ly sound shape, and the boys Station. The oil-rich seeds are
former Associate Commandant strumentalists, bop is the greatincreasingly in demand as the
naively believe that it will roll cotton-seed oil supply decreases
and Adjutant who had been here
est!"
when importuned.
three years, has been transferred
with acreage controls being apBobby Mace went right on conWhen Bobby Mace calls the plied, Martin added.
to the 5th Infantry Division at
ducting an informal Brigadeers .
g
Dr. D. G. Langham, American
Fort Jackson, S. C.
^
At the pep rally on Thursday
Before coming to Clemson,
Major W. T. Hall, Quartermas- practice session after uttering all
First trumpet, John Easterling, scientist working for the governto shud .
was head cheerleadter Corps, senior QM instructor, those big words, seeming
ment of Venezuela, told the visi- night, J. W. Youngblood, arts and Youngblood
I
looked
around
agronomy
senior
of
Haitsvilie,
1
was transferred to Chicago to at- der hardly at all.
second trumpet, Charles E. Jones, I tors of his discovery of the non- sciences freshman of Columbia, er at Columbia High School.
tend the QM Food Analysis for the lexicographer from which textile manufacturing junior of shattering type of sesame cap- and David Morehead, textile man- Morehead has had no previous
school. He completed a three he was plagiarizing the polysyl- Gaff ney; third trumpet, Lucas I sule, the key to its mechanized ufacturing freshman of Pendle- experience, but to all eyes he aplabic monstrosities, but was dis- Aimar, architecture sophomore of production in the United States. ton were elected to be the two pears to be a natural for the
year tour of duty at Clemson.
Lt. Col. W. E. Byerts, Jr., se- appointed; I had to conclude that Charleston; first trombone, Jack Although the crop has been grown new cheerleaders. The seven job.
The addition of the two new
nior Air Force instructor, was the musical mind is a roundly Major, agricultural engineering in the Southeast for many years, contestants participated in the
transferred to headquarters of educated one.
freshman of Pahokee, Fla.; sec- its production was never profit- rally along with the old cheer- boys brings the total number to
Having been invited to sit in ond trombone, Dave Peterson, able due to the high hand labor leaders, and then, in pairs, they seven. With the exception of the
the Fourteenth Air Force at Orlando, Florida. He also com- on the practice as a non-technical civil engineering freshman of I requirement. New varieties are led several cheers individually. Rice football game, the cheerleadrapidly overcoming this obstacle, The applause of the crowd for ers will make the trips with the
pleted his tour of duty at Clem- observer, I now leaned against Anderson.
one wall of the Mu Beta Psi frateam.
son;
Lead alto, Lloyd Trimmier, ani- Dr. Langham explained, and each man decided the winners.
First Lieutenant Albert James, ternity room, my spare (I weigh mal husbandry freshman of BethAir Force, was transferred to the 150 pounds in my cold feet) frame lehem, Pa.; second tenor, Gerald
University of Mississippi to take resting on a chair which tilted Scarborough, arts and sciences
charge of a new Air Force ROTC precariously toward the nadir.
freshman of Florence; third alto,
The Jungaleers, who got pub- Dick Hedden, mechanical engiunit.
licity in these pages last week, neering freshman of Baden, N.
won't appreciate my saying so, C; fourth tenor, Ed Smith, arts
but I really enjoyed the Briga- and sciences sophomore of Greer;
deers' little melodic get-together. baritone, James Suddeth, instrucI stomped my feet till the metra- tor in the physics department.
tarsals wept while four saxoPiano, Bo Parnell, arts and
phone players (two altos, a tenor, sciences sophomore of Ware
and a baritone) rocked on ready Shoals; bass, Edge worth Kelly,
Fifty members attended the through a high ride.
pre-med senior of Greer; drums,
(I acquired my knowledge of Jimmy Shields, architecture
first meeting of the Newman
Club held in the recently erected jazz argot during a summer school sophomore of Nashville, TennesNewman Hall located next door| at Tanglewood, where I was em see.
to St. Andrew's Catholic Church ployed to tangle wood for the
They're good.
The Hall will be dedicated by ceremonial fires which were
Bishop Emmett D. Walsh of lighted each evening.
Charleston in October.
Then Charles E. "Poo" Jones,
Members of the National Fed- the full-blooded Indian seconderation of Newman Clubs which trumpet man who is back with
met in Chicago last week, re- the Brigadeers after a summer
ported on highlights of the con- touring with another band, took
vention. Bill Melnyck, delegate, derby (Lee, size 7), plumber's
J. C. Martin, instructor of elecand five observers—John Friend, friend, and horn in hand to play
Arthur Bunger, Harry Selfick and something I hadn't heard before trical engineering at Clemson,
Dan Pate—were accompanied by but wished I had. Jimmy Shields was critically injured in a wreck
Father Donelon, chaplain of the took over then, beating out a near Honea Path last Sunday
local chapter.
mean rhythm on the traps. (He night.
Martin was returning f-r o m
There's no finer cigarette in the world today than Lucky
called them drums; I believe he's
Orangeburg where he had been
a square).
Strike! To bring you this finer cigarette, the makers of
According to Leader Mace, his visiting his father who is ill. The
Church Leadership
little aggregation (a trite word) Iwreck occurred on a bad curve
Lucky Strike go after fine, light, naturally mild tobacco
began to warm up on Monday, ' between Honea Path and AnderCourse Offered By
son
is
September 12, and has been j
- "
believed that Martin
—and pay millions of dollars more than official
"practicing every spare minute" \lost contro1 of the machine just
Baptist Church
parity prices to get it! So buy a carton of Luckies
since. Mace and Professor Mc-i before he ran headlong into an
Baptist students will have an Garity of the music department' approaching cattle truck.
The
today. See for yourself how much finer and smoother
opportunity to train for church have been working on special ar- : driver of the truck was unhurt,
leadership as a part of a training rangements, and several new: Martin's .car was virtually deLuckies really are—how much more real deep-down
course being held at the Baptist pieces have already been added stroyed.
Church this week. Kermit King, to the repertoire. The personnel' " has been reported that Marsmoking enjoyment they give you. Yes, smoke a Lucky!
specialist in religious education, has been supplemented by the|tin is suffering from a
It's a finer, milder, more enjoyable cigarette!
is leading the series each even- addition of three new saxes, in- fracture of the skull.
ing this week, with the student cluding a tenor; and two new
Professor Martin is in the Ansessions being the feature of Fri- trombones.
derson County Hospital.
DAN CURRIN, independent warehouse operaday and Saturday.
As indicated by the quotation IIII Him iiiunii* -y—p-w—"-'j-fc^
Students will gather at the
tor
of Oxford, N. C, has smoked Luckies for
church for the leadership clinic which initiated this piece, the
band
has
adopted
Dizzy
GillesUN
TOWN
20
years.
He says: "To me, Luckies taste better.
•tmm&eat 0*jje
tomorrow, Friday, September 23,
at 7 p. m., and again on Saturday pie's idiot boy, bop. I experienced
I've seen the makers of Luckies buy fine,
at 2 p. m. King will direct both the same curious melancholy I
prime
tobacco, you know!" Here's more
feel
when
I
watch
a
grown
man
of these sessions. The officers of
TIGER
weep
as
the
men
shouted
such
evidence
that Luckies are a finer ciyarette!
the B. Y. P. U.'s meeting on WedDEN
nesday night are especially urged incomprehensible terms as ool-ato be present, according to John koo and ool-ti-ban, but it was
accompanied by a morbid fasciDent, student training director.
Training sessions for the young- nation. Maybe Col. Cookson is
Specializing in
er people and adults of the church right when he.says (in so many
began last Sunday and have con- words) that the world is coming
HOT DOGS
to an end.
tinued through the week.
AND
HAMBURGERS
Repairs
consummated
during
Working with King, an assothe summer months have put the
Open
'Til 1:00 A, M.
ciate in the State Baptist Training
Brigadeers' bus, a vintage Mack immiiiiinmnnmium
Union Department, have been
Miss Frances Haddon and Mrs.
Mildred Clinkscales of Anderson,
and Miss Dorothy O'Dell of PickVISIT
ens. E. M. Railings, church director of training union, is in
charge of the local aspects of the*
series.

Taps Picture Is
Given By Staff

Visitors From 5
Foreign Countries
Attend Sesame Meet

Clemson's Brigadeers Rockin' On Ready;
Have 'Hew' Bus, New Boys, New Tunes

Morehead, Youngblood Elected
To Cheering Squad At Pep Rally

The guiding lights of the Cadet Corps for the coming year, the
members of the Regimental Staff, are shown above. They are,
seated, left to right, Jack C. Brock, executive Officer; Albert H.
Peters, cadet colonel; James M. Farmer, adjutant; and Curtis T.
Wilson, supply officer. Standing are John H. James, sergeantmajor; Julian F. Craig, chaplain; and Mac A. Craig, mess officer.
Missing when the picture was made was Arthur J. Banks, public
information officer.
„■
mess officer; and John H. James,
mechanical engineering junior of
Statesville, N. C, sergeant-major.
The First Bat^plion commander
is Raymond B. Cromwell, arts
and sciences senior o£ Chester,
The second' is commanded by

Charles B. Morris, textile chemistry junior of Spartanburg; the
third by Ollie L. Stukes, arts and
sciences senior of Manning; the
fourth by Berlyn K. Sutton, texj tile manufacturing senior of
j Greenville.

Students at Clemson

„ LOOK SHARP WITH CLOTHES
LAUNDERED AT

CADET LAUNDRY
Frank Dillard, Mgr.

LUCKIES
PAY
MORE
to give you a finer cigarette/

Newman Club
Has 1st Meeting
in New Hall

Professor Injured
In Auto Wreck

Yes, at tobacco auctions Lucky Strike
pays millions of dollars more than
official parity prices for fine tobacco!

2 t

The Anderson Hardware Co.
ANDERSON, S. C.

Clemson Men Invited
To Party At Raleigh
The Clemson Alumni of Raleigh, North Carolina, will hold
open house to all Clemson men
visiting Raleigh for the football
game between Clemson and North
Carolina State.
The party will be held at the
Sir Walter Hotel from three to
six o'clock, Saturday afternoon,
October 1.
J. H. Woodward, alumni secretary, and others from Clemson,
will be there to bring first hand
news from the college.

Visit Our Store
SMART CLOTHES
and
FURNISHINGS FOR YOUNG WEAR
COPR-i THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

BYERS MEN'S SHOP
Anderson, S. C.

LSSMET-lacfy StoMse Meant fine 7b6ace*
So round, so firm, so fully packed — so free and easy on the draw

_L^
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Sportfacts
in
Focus
By JIM RICE

Thursday, September 15, 1949

Tigers Crush P C 69-7 In Season Opener
Howardmen Unveil Sparkling Offense As
Game Blue Stockings Are Outclassed

Numerous Changes
In Pigskin Rules
Are Listed For '49

Clemson's offensive minded Tigers added another feather to their hat Saturday night as they ran and passed their
way to a 60 to 7 triumph over Presbyterian College before

With the first signs of fall in the air it is inevitable that
we cannot omit the great fall sport, football. Clemson has
opened her 1949 season in an admirable fashion with the
crushing defeat of P. C, 69 to 7 last Saturday night, but let's
not be too hasty with such opponents as Miss. State, Wake
Forest, Boston College, and quite a few others which could
very easily spell disaster for the boys from Tigertow n.
This coming Saturday will be a real test for the Tigs
when they tackle the mighty Rice Owls, scourge of the
Southwestern Conference.
Saturday night the Tigers looked good on the offense,
but on many occasions the defense was torn apart for some
substantial gains for P. C, and many times it looked as
though Blake Watts of P. C. was going to get away for T.
D.'s. In the last quarter of the game he did, and it turned
out to he the prettiest run of the evening.
We are not trying to be pessimistic, on the contrary,
we would like to be more optimistic, but it seems as though
the defense will have to tighten up quite a bit to handle the
Owls this Saturday night in Houston.
RICE AMONG NATION'S STRONGEST
Rice, coached by former Clemson tutor Jess Neely, is
one of the most publicized teams in the country for the 1949
season, and you can bet they will be trying to live~up to that
publicity when they tackle the Tigers. Clemson has been
undefeated in fifteen starts now, and we're hoping that that
record won't be shattered by the "Owls", but the Tigs are
really going to have to growl if they intend to come out victorious in their western encounter. Down there in that
Southwestern Conference they play "do or die football," and
there is nothing that Jess Neely would rather do thanput a
mean whipping on former understudy Frank Howard in the
two teams' first meeting.
Last year Rice did not have such a good season, losing
four games, tying one, and winning five, but they played
some of the best teams in the country, among which were
L. S. U., Southern Cal., S. M. U„ Texas, Baylor, and a few
others which we wouldn't exactly call easy.
This year Rice is fielding a team with lettermen in every position, and plenty of experience under their belts.
They run from the tricky "T" formation led by Tobin Rote
handling the quarterback slot. He has had a great deal of
experience with Rice. He hails from San Antonio, Texas,
is 6' 3" and weighs 190 pounds. He is a great passer, deceptive ball handler, and a fast starter. Vernon Glass and Harmon Carswell are also two men who are as equally adapted
to the pivot slot as Rote, and should see plenty of action Saturday night. Both of these men won positions on the Texas
All State squad when they were in high school.
At the left half position Neely has four men, Van Ballard, Sonny Wyatt, Teddy Riggs, and Rex Proctor, all of
which have had at least a year or more experience under
their belt.
Right half has about six men who can be called upon at
any time to handle the chores of that strategic position.
Bobby Lantrip, the only man on the Rice team who is
not from Texas will hold down the fullback position with
190 pounds behind him to prove it. He also has two men
who can relieve him when the going gets rough.
POWERFUL AND EXPERIENCED LINE
Getting around to the line is really what we have been
trying to avoid, for right in the dead center of it are two
men, Joe Watson and Gerald Weatherly who were largely
responsible for Rice's top defensive record last fall. These
two are the mainstay centers and both of them have seen
plenty of linebacking duty. In addition to these two men
there is also Jack Price, three time letterman who is finishing this year.
At the guard position are five seniors, all of whom have
had three invaluable years of experience behind them. This
position is well filled and Rice has no worries there. We are
hoping that holdover Jack Cox, one of the few returning
linemen from last year, and Dan DiMucci can hold down
that all important position for the Tigers. They both showed
up well against P. C, but the question is will they look that
way against Rice?
It's the same story in the tackle slots with six deep, over
half of them seniors, and better than 200 pounds to the man.
There are at least five senior ends and four or five more
who have had two and three years experience.
There it is in a nutshell. That is what we are up
against. The Tigers are great; greater than they have been
in years past, but it's going to take a lot of hard driving football to conquer such a potent adversary.
NEELY LOOKS TO SUCCESSFUL SEASON
In Jess Neely's own words. "We expect our passing to
be better, our running good, and our punting average. We
expect the team to be a good defensive one as most of the
boys are experienced. It is the first senior team the coaching
staff has had an opportunity to handle four consecutive
years, and we are hoping for a most successful season."
We at Clemson are hoping that after the first game is
over for Rice, Mr. Neely will look with a little more doubt on
that successful season he speaks of. Anyway here's hoping.
LONG, HARD SEASON FOR TIGERS
Even if we beat Rice that is only the first leg of a long
journey that the Tigers will have to take to come through
this season with the success which they did last year. Our
next most formidable rival is Wake Forest's "Demon Deacons" and this year, more than at any other time in Wake
Forest's history, that name is most appropriate. It's a long,
hard road, men, so let's not get too confident.
One more thing we would like to mention, before closing. If we do drop two or three games, don't forget that
Coach Howard is doing his utmost to win them, but he is
ring one of the toughest schedules he has had in years.
Let's not show any of die poor spirit that was shown a couple of years ago if the Tigers lose a few. In Howard's own
words, "When they win, they're your team; when they lose,
thev're mine."

17.000 screaming spectators at Memorial Stadium.

Numerous rule changes have
been recorded in the record books
since last season.
This article
will state some of them and attempt to explain a few.

The Tigers scored the first time they got their hands on
the ball and took advantage of every scoring opportunity
given them throughout the game.

Howard's charges scored

twice in each of the first two quarters and three times in the
last two cantos.

SUBSTITUTION
Contrary to the previous rule
concerning substitution, no substitute may be sent in while time
is in while the clock is run.inThe new rule, however, d
limit the number of substftutto.:"-.
while time is out.

Tommy Chandler, Tig P. A. T. D. artist,

placed nine out of ten attempts through the uprights.
"Ragin Ray" Mathews, Clemson All-American candidate, turned in his usual sterling performance, scoring on
two occas ons.

"Furious

Fred"

Cone

proved

again

that

he was tops in the fullback department in the Southern Conference by making two six pointers also.

Both

Mathews

and Cone were used sparingly during the encounter.
P. C.'s speedy backs played*
havoc with Coach Howard's for- he was back in >45i cruised 15 |
wards as they racked up 235 yards yards to within 10 yards of the
on the ground. Watt's 66 yard goal
Mathews then baffeled the
jaunt to pay dirt was the Bluep c defense as he darted the
Hose's first score in six years j remaining distance. Chandler
against the Tigers. Clemson's pass added his second extra -point of
defense proved adequate although the evening making the count 14
P. C. attempted but two tosses. to nothing. This ended the scorSix other Tigers scored during ing for the first period.
the tilt besides Mathews and SECOND PERIOD
Cone.
Bonneau
Brodie,
Mike
P. C. failed to make a first
Kinney, Jackie Calvert, Carol down and Gooch kicked to Carol
Cox, and Glenn Smith tallied. Cox who returned the egg 22
Luke Deanhardt, big Tig tackle, yards to P. C.'s 47. The Tigs had
racked the other T. D. when he mostly second and third stringers
snatched a lateral from Mathews in the fray at this point. Cox beand scampered 17 yards, untouch- gan tossing to Gil Rushton coned, to pay dirt.
verted end. This duo got the skin
FIRST PERIOD
down to the nine yard strip. Then
Clemson's "Furious Fred" Cone Mike Kinney, who was the surkicked off to the Hose to begin prise of the evening, trotted over
the Tigers' '49 campaign. Mc- the double strip from the nine
Cutheon took the kick one yard on a play that completely bebehind the goal line and brought fuddeled
the
Hose.
Chandler
the back to the 11 yard strip. again made the . conversion atThen the Tigers stopped all of tempt good.
the Blue Hose thrusts and forced
Watts, P. C. star, scooted 38
them to punt.
yards through the Tiger defense
CONE DRIVES HARD
before Jim McCauly pulled him
"Ragin' Ray" Mathews picked down from behind. The Tigers
up 9 yards on the first Bengal forwards held and the Hose kickplay from scrimmage. Cone hit ed. Jolly's kick traveled a mere
the middle for three and a first 7 yards giving the Tigers another
down.
Reynolds, failed on an offensive from their 25.
end around and a Mathews to RUSHTON IS OUTSTANDING
Wyndham pass was incomplete.
Kinney and Brodie carried the
However, Mathews picked up five pigskin goalward on two nice
and passed to end Glenn Smith runs. Then Cox tossed to "Glue
for 12 and another first. The Tigs Fingered" Gil Rushton which was
were now within 10 yards of good for a gain to the P. C. 33
their first score of the contest. yard iine. Mike Kinney, Valley
"Furious Fred" was good for 3 stream, New York Sophomore,
and Jim Reynolds squeezed out slashed around end for 23 more
6 more.
Then Cone smashed yards which placed the oval on
through the Blue Hose line for a i tne i Q. Then a bad pass from
T- D.
I center cost the Tigs 22 yards. Cox
Cone kicked off to P. C. again jost 15 on an attempted -pass and
and Gooch took the pigskin to the the Bengals had to call on "Bull"
Hose 19. The Blue Hose ground Hendley to punt. Hendley kicked
attack began to click as Jolly .nicely 45 yards to P. C.'s McCutand Watts got off several nice ne0n, who was dropped on the 2
gains. However, the Presbyterian yard ime by Gil Rushton. The
offensive came to a screeching Hose attack was stymied and they
halt as Jolly fumbled the egg on pUnted to the P. C. 25. Cone took
the 45 and Clemson's Gillespie re- the short boot to the 11. Mathews
covered.
stepped through a strewn field of
Clemson's passing attack faded, fallen Presbyterians to counter
so Jackie Calvert punted to the P. again. This time Chandler missed
C. goal line. Stewart took the his oniy boot 0f the night. The
kick to the 10 yard line. P. C. ad- naif ended shortly after with the
vanced the ball to the Tiger 27 on SCOre board reading Clemson 27,
three offensive thrusts. However, Presbyterian 0.
fate again over took the P. C. THIRD PERIOD
team as Cate fumbled and Wyndp. c. kicked to Clemson to beham recovered for Clemson.
Glenn Smith
gin the seCond half.
REYNOLDS SHOW OLD FORM took the kickoff and ran 25 yards,
Reynold's, looking like the star after being temporarily stopped.

1949 CLEMSON FRESHMAN ROSTER
NAME
NOEL, Everett Winston
VITE, Robert Glenn
GASKINS, Dreher
DUNCAN, Bruce William
TODD, Eugene
WITHERS, Geo. Wesley
JOLLEY, Bobby Bernard
KEMPSON, Otis
MOORE, Milford
RICHARDS, A. J.
GiBSON, William Thomas
BERRY, P. O.
BIRD, Gary Evans, Jr.
MICKLUS, Andrew John
GARRiSON, Gene
HiPP, Joseph Fincher
HUDSON, James Carroll
PHlLHOWER, Louis Stoui
THACKSTON, Lawrence, Jr.
AU.viAN, Harold Wayne
ANDERSON, Bill
JONLS, John
JONES, Grady
ilc/VkE, Howard Benj."*
LA.^ONTAOJNE, Joseph L.
McCACHERN, Jack Awyn
BALDWIN, Harley Harmon
S.viALL, William Carlyle
SMALLS, Andrew James
HUBERT, Allison Thomas
McLELLAN, Bobby Gene
ALEXANDER, Maurice
THOMPSON, Marion
WARD, Jimmy
WISENWSKI, Eugene
KENNEDY, Frank Dean, Jr.
f^iiNSON, Lester
CALVERT, Forrest
MOORE, Kenneth Light
PATE, Milton Eugene
RADCLIFF, Charles
RADCLIFF, Billy
QUARLES, Jimmy
SHiRLEtf, James T., Jr.
HILL, Bob Laverne
SMITH, Frank E.
VILLARDI, Rinaldo
LEFFORD, Frank
RAZMIC, Charles
BAXTER, Milton

WT.
185
190
197
175
185
173
180
178
195
185
190
190
205
190
210
200
185
200
220
185
190
220
200
184
185
197
200
185
160
185
185
195
155
187
180
160
185
150
190
180
165
175
210
189
170
170
165
175

HT.
ti-0
6-1
6-4
6-2
6-0
6-2
6-3
6-2
6-2
6-3
6-2
^-0
6-2
6-2
u-2
66-2

POS.
HOMETOWN
End
Saluda, S. C.
End
Towanda, Pa.
End
Orangeburg, S. C.
End
Erwin, Term.
End
Charlotte, N. C.
End
Spencer, N. C.
End
Fitzgerald, Ga.
End
Kingstree, S. C.
End
Union, S. C.
End
Denmark, S. C.
End
Port St. Joe, Fla.
Tackle
Saluda, S. C.
Tackle
Hartsville, S. C.
Tackle or G) Bayonne, N. J.
Tackle
Buffalo, N. Y.
Tackle
Newberry, S. C.
Tackle N. Charleston, S. C.
Williamsburg, Va.
Tackle
6Tackle
Orangeburg, S. C.
6Guard
High Point, N. C.
5-10 Guard
SummervUle, S. C.
5-9 Guard
Greer, S. C.
6Guard
Belton, S. C.
Hartsville, S. C.
6Guard
5-11 Guard
Walterboro, S. C.
5-0 Guard
Concord, N. C.
5-11 Guard
Darlington, S.'C.
Center
Burlington, N. C.
<i6-1 Center (or G) G'town, S. C.
6-2 Back
Lexington, Va.
5-10 Back
Florence, S. C.
Walhalla, S. C.
6-2 Back
6-1 Back
Augusta, Ga.
Back
Jackson, Tenn.
6Back
Crenshaw, Pa.
5-10 Back
Midland, Pa.
6Back
Marion, S. C.
5-11 Back
Mt. Pleasant, S. C.
5-10 Back
Calhoun, Ga.
6Back
Winnsboro, S. C.
5-10 Back
Norfolk, Va.
Back
6Norfolk, Va.
5-10 Back
Abbeville, S. C.
6-2 Back
Seneca, S. C.
5-10 Back
McColl, S. C.
Back
Sylvania, Ga.
5-10 Back
Plainville, Conn.
5-10 - Back
McKeesport, Pa.
Homestead, Pa.
Mulline, S. C.

BALL IN PLAY—DE^D FM.L
Under the new rule a for1
pass is not dead until it striken
the ground or goes out of bounds.
Ray Mathews, Clemson candidate for All-American honors, sprints around right end for a big gain
Therefore, if a team's end touches
in Saturday night's fracas with Presbyterian. The McKeesport speedster scored two of the Tiger's
a pass and the ball is caught by
ten touchdowns as the Bengals crushed a game P. C. eleven.
another eligible receiver before
the ball goes out of bounds or
touches the ground, the ball is
still in play. Also if an ineligible
receiver touches a forward pass
♦ Clemson's number one golfer,*
the ball is no longer dead, but the
sharpshooting Billy Delk, recent- par on the last four holes> «The
opposing team may catch the
ly walked off with the laurels in
Kid" was not to be denied as he bail in the air and play it.
: the 20th Carolina's Handicap

Delk Takes S. C. Golf Tourney
IPOAY Plans Big

Membership Drive

Toumament

-

The young Green- finished ahead of the Carolina's BACKWARD PASS AND
top golfers. Among these par- FUMBLE

ville linksman won the event with
a low gross score of 73.
Night was creeping up on the
Greenville Country Club layout
when Delk teed off for the fifteenth hole.
Although this hand.

IPOAY will start a membership
The old rule stated that a
busters were Charles Dudley, fordrive Monday, Sept. 26. Plans
mer North-South Champion and backward pass or a fumble that
for the campaign are being made
an entry in this years National goes out of- bounds belongs to
by the executive committee. The
Amat
the team who last touched the
goal for the membership cam^^^Tiow SL o? 74
ball. This year the ball will besecon
paign is 100 per cent for each icap made him go five over
'
come the possession of the fumblAnother
Tiger
linkster
who
cadet company and each veterans
came in for his share of the glory ing or passing team at the out of
barracks. Non-barracks students
.
bound spot.
wishing to join the club may do °f laS^e^S l^- TL^001^ W3> °^ ^^'i *?* °
T'
tl0n Wlth
e YMC A IPOAY
son s
lf team last
r
The ILLEGAL FORWARD PASS
so in room 1-357 or at any of the
*
, >
^
S°
^ football movies which are shown sponsor intramural sports includ- Tennessean posted a brilliant 74
This year, intentionally groundmg vollev Dall
in the college chapel
> Softball, football, to tie Dudley and one other entry ing a forward pass to save lossi of .
tennis golf
Plans for the current school
'
> basketball, and swim- for the runner-up spot,
yardage costs the offensive team
year include the showing of all mlnf . , , , . \u
,
^ith Delk, Reese, and several 5 yards and the loss of a down.
Also mcluded in the
lans 1S
out of town game pictures
The
P
other members of last year's fine
club is presently showing movies *h+e Presentation of one fullatt- go If squad the prospects look ELIGIBLE RECEIVERS
letic scholarship to the athletic bright for the Tigers. Among
The new rule states that u
department. This scholarship will those returning are Donnie Mc fensive player who is in position
"Furious Fred" Cone slashed his be presented at the banquet which Kinney, Harold Selfridge, Skip I to receive a hand to hand pass
way 28 yards to the P. C. 19 and is annually given by IPOAY to Alexander, Joe Chapman, and from center is ineligible to rethe Tigs seemed on their way to intramural champions.
several others.
ceive a forward pass.
another tally. Reynolds zipped
through for 14 more and then
Mathews caught the P. G. defendu
ers flat footed as he passed lo
Glenn Smith for another six
points.
Chandler split the uprights again and the "score was 34
for Clemson and zero for the Blue
Hose.
After the kick off, P. C. advanced to their own 30 yard
befora nimbled fingered Jolly
fumbled again. The Tigers wasted
no time and scored on the first
play after the miscue. Cone raced
off guard 30 yards and another
marker. Again Chandler booted
true and the score moved to the
41 point mark.
P. C. GAME
Presbyterian,
a
game
little
squad, kept on fighting though
they realized it was futile. The
Hose moved the ball near midfield but again Jolly gave the ball
to Clemson on a miscue. The
Tigers went down the field for
touchdown number seven as Cox
to Rushton passes filled the air.
With the ball resting on the P. C.
5, Fullback Bonneau Brodie
smashed over for the counter,
and Chandler made good another
try to make the score read 48-0.
FOURTH PERIOD
Lonnie McMillan's P. C. charges
still had lots of fight in them as
they racked up two first downs
at the expense of the Tig reserves.
The reserves held when it was
necessary and Teddard's kicked
for the hose. Howard sent in the
first eleven, who had been resting on the bench for some time,
to make ready for another scoring drive.
Mathews passed to
Reynolds good for 50 yards, but
the play was called back as the
Bengals were off side. Mathews
brought the 'skin goal ward on
two nifty runs. Then with fourth
down and six yards needed for
a first down, Mathews ripped
down the side lines for 23 flipped
a lateral to big Tig tackle "Pop"
Deanhardt, who scampered the
remaining distance in high gear
for the tally. Chandler converted
for the 55th point.
CALVERT LOOKS GOOD
Jackie
Calvert,
Spartanburg
flash, made a scoring drive all
his own. Jackie covered 76 yards
in two running plays to rack up
the
Tigers
ninth
touchdown.
Chandler just couldn't miss and
the score was lifted to 62 to 0.
Blake Watts, P. C. back, thrilled the throng of 17,000 as he
raced 66 yards to pay dirt through
GOWN BY MARY MEAD MADDICK
the Tigers 4th string line. This
-JEWELS BY REINAD
marked the first Hose score since
WITH SMOKERS WHO KNOW...IT'S
1943.
Bonham
converted
for
Presbyterian.
Clemson suffered a 15 yard
penalty for interferance, after a
punt exchange, and P. C. had the
pigskin on the Tig 20 yard line.
Watts and Jolly moved the ball
to the 12 yard strip in four plays
and then the boys from Tigertown
took over to launch their last
scoring drive of the tilt.
Jim
Reynolds sped 53 yards before a
fast Hose back caught him from
behind.
Brodie dashed for 14
and Cox pitched a pass to Rushton
Yes, Camels ore SO MILD that in a coastgood for 18 more. Cox scamperto-coast test of hundreds of men and women
ed the remaining seven yards for
who smoked Camels — and only Camels — for
the game's final count. Chandler's
30 consecutive days, noted throat specialists,
accurate toe was good for the
making
weekly examinations, reported
ninth time and the final point
was rendered for the evening.
Clemson 69, Presbyterian 7.
NOT ONE SINGLE CASE OF THROAT IRRITATION DUE TO SMOKING CAMELS!

£$/ftl/
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Tigers Prep For Year's Chappie Johnson Was One
f
Toughest Game On Sat. ° Clemson's Best Trainers
^^

Only two days now remain between the Clemson Tigers
and 'R" day. Yes, the day of reckoning for the Country
Gentlemen is indeed close at hand and we're all holding our
breatli and keeping our fingers crossed. Everyone interested in the welfare of Frank Howard's lads is becoming more
excited as the clock rolls around for the time when the Bengals leave for Houston, Texas, where they will tangle with
a powerful and tricky Rice eleven.
Taking the field in the Owl contest will be a determined band of South Carolians who will be putting
everything they own right on the line. That "everything" constitutes many things. This is the game that
may make them if a Clemson victory is attained, and
this is the one that may break them if a Rice victory is
registered. Too, if the Tigs are successful, the record
of straight victories will jump to sixteen.
Still another tiling. A Clemson victory would take most
of the sting out of the comments of some writers who belittled their schedule last year. The Owls have one of the
greatest potential teams ever to represent the Texas school.
They did okay in the always-rugged Southwest Conference
last year, and even Coach Jess Neely expects them to be a
more versatile and seasoned group of boys this season. Thus,
it would seem to this writer that it would- be in order for
the Tiger critics to eat some of their words if the Tigers
bring home the bacon. Their slurs were aimed directly at
the schedule, but indirectly toward the team.
Even the
Gater Bowl victory didn't convince some skeptics that the
Clemsons were truly a magnificent team. Maybe if the Bengals come out on top Saturday, these so-called experts will
perhaps give them a little praise.
DOUBTFUL ABOUT RICE
I hope this will happen if we win, but on the other hand,
I'm not saying we will beat Bice. Frankly, the Presbyterian
game Saturday night put even more doubt in my mind than
was there before. The Tigers looked extremely good against
the Hose as far as the offensive play was concerned.
The
boys that toted the leather showed they had what it takes
although they were running against a comparatively weak
squad. Our ground attack looked good during most of the
tilt and numerous flashes of brilliance were shown by a
host of lightning-fast breakaway backs. Clemson scatbacks were a dime a dozen on the Memorial Stadium turf
and gave a warning that Howard and his cohorts won't
spend many sleepless nights over the backfield forces.
As anticipated, Ray Mathews and Fred Cone, mainstays of the '48 Tigers, put on a sparkling show for the
seventeen thousand pigskin enthusiasts who were on
.hand for the fracas. Ray and Fred, although used
sparingly, gave a sample of their grid talents which, enabled them to gather beaucoup of grid honors in 1948.
But these two weren't the only bright spots in the corps
of Tiger backs. Jim Reynolds, rejuvenated speedster
from Pennsylvania, broke away for several long runs
as he showed mid-season form. Another wingback,
Jackie Calvert, brought smiles to Howard's face when
he reeled off two long dashes in the last canto of the
game. Still another wingback, Mike Kinney, sophomore sensation from New York, proved to be the surprise of the evening and deserves unlimited praise along
with the others. Going on down the line we come to
Carol Cox, dependable senior tailback, who turned in
his usual great performance for the Howardmen.
Cox
looked especially good on his passes and was easily the
outstanding player in the aerial tossing category.
In
addition to these men, Bonneau Brodie, Dick Hendley
and hard hitting Wyndy Wyndham exhibited a driving
sort of football usually characteristic of a Clemson
Eleven.
Wyndham, playing in the blocking back
spot vacated by the graduated Bob Martin, seemed to
take up right where he left off last year with his smashing, bone-crushing tackles and blocks. All this and
more too go into the books on the well done side of the
record book. But there is jjust as much data to be set
down on the not-so-well done page,
HOWARD WALL WEAK
This latter side will be, of course, filled with the performance of the Tiger's forward wall, a strong point of last
year's eleven, but definitely a vulnerable part o this year's
aggregation. What happened Saturday night was just
what we expected, and there's no use beating around the
bush. Our inexperienced line is just as weak or weaker
than we had anticipated. True enough, Howard used no
tricky defenses and employed the 6-2-2 defense throughout
the entire game. Also true is the fact that he used many
players, several different teams and numerous combinations.
However, taking all these things into consideration, this
writer has gone into a huddle with himself and has .come up
with the conclusion that a lot of long, hard practices are on
tap for the linemen if Clemson is to enjoy any sort of success
on the gridiron this year. The boys up front don't have the
speed a good line should have and they let Hose runners
slip through their hands on more than one occasion. P. C.
did have an unusually fast backfield, but had the Bengal
linemen downed a Blue Stocking runner every time they
caught him behind the line, Lonnie McMillan's boys would
not have run up such an impressive total of yards gained
as they did. You can bet your last dollar, and you should
have one after last week-end, that the Owls are going to take
a full advantage of this dire situation that exists in the Tiger's lair.
HOWARD'S SPECIALTY
We do have some consolation, though, among those being the widely known fact that Frank Howard is especially
adept at the act of training linemen. Before Howard became head Coach at Clemson, he was the line tutor under
Jess Neely who is now head man at Rice.
Teaching the boys up front the tricks of the game is
his specialty and now he has the opportunity of really
putting his talents into use. The material is there, the
weight is there. It's his job to round them into a
smoothly functioning line that won't let opponents play

havoc with it as the one or ones did Saturday night.

By JIM RICE

+
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Predictions For This Week's Grid Games

Competition Is Keen
For Tennis Positions

CHAPPIE JOHNSON
managership. It was while he
was with this team that he taught
Roger Bresneham how to play
baseball, and was highly instrumental in helping convert the
great player from the outfield.
(Continued on Page 8)

(you'll find ARROW in the best stores)
Yes strl Near practically
every college you'll find
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ARROW" SHIRT
For years Arrow has been the most wanted brand
of shirt on American campuses. Such things as Arrow
oxford shirts, sports shirts, comfortable underwear
and ties have been made specifically for college
men who demand unvarying quality, real value,
and up-to-date style.
No wonder Arrow shirts are first choice of three out
of four college men I
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We now have the largest selection of Arrow products since the war, and we invite you to drop in soon
—we will.,be happy to serve you.

G. H. BAILES CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

k

ARROW UNIVERSITY STYLES
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7
7
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7

partment store where you
can buy Arrow shirts.
Arrow makes many of its
products especially for
college men and has ad
vertised in college
publications for over
forty years.
When you need a few
new shirts—shirts that
will look well, fit well,
and really wear and
wash well —see your
Arrow dealer. $3.65 up.

DO ClOTHES MAKE THE MAN? Write for your free copy of "Th«
What, When and Wear of Men's Clothing." College Dept., Cluett, Peabody & Co, Incv 10 E. 40th St., N. Y. 16, N. Y.

ARROW SHIRTS
ims
TIES • UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORT SHIRTS

Whitman's

Old Spice Lotion ,... $1.20

FINE

Old Spice Talcum ... .. 90c

CANDIES

Mennens Skin Bracer 59c
Mennens Shav. Cream 49c
Seaforth Mugs .. .. $1.00

fT

MEN FROM

a campus shop 6r de-

Old Spice Shav. Mug $1.00

SHAVING NEWS

-COUPONThis coupon good for 10c

Seaforrh Lotion .. .. $1.20

on purchase of 39c size

RAZOR BLADES

REXALL

ALL MAKES

AMMONIATED

Shaving Brushes
$1.00 up
For ....

ATHLETE FOOT
Use

HECTO
35c

This year, varsity tennis has
begun, and competition is already
underway for positions on the
team. Following are the standing
after the first week'§ play:
1. Claire Draper; 2. Harold Littlejohn; 3. Lewis Calvert; 4. Ben
McLeod; 5. Jack Neel; 6. D. C.
LeGrand; 7. Grady Strom; 8. Vernon Smith; 9. C. D. Coleman; 10.
Abe White.
Lettermen who are not out this
year are Joe Black and Harry
Merritt. Also, expected to help
out on the team is End Glenn
Smith, who is busy with the football team for the time being.
So far the only freshmen tennis
players to report are Forrest
Cookson, Peb Howard, and Bill
Wade.
It has been requested by Hoke
Sloan, Tennis Coach, that when
the gates to the courts are locked,
the students do not climb over
the fence. Keys can be obtained
at Hoke Sloan's if the courts are
in shape to play. No one will be
allowed on the clay courts at any
' time without tennis shoes. This
i rule will have to be enforced.

\f from HARVARD f
\
to HAWAII U.

RICHARDSON TAILORING CO

tt
t
7

=
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Bengals To Tackle One 01 Southwest's
Best In One Of Nation's Top Games

Just before the opening of the
the shoes of Clemson's stellar ath- 1949-50 semester, Clemson had
lete Frank Gillespie. Gene Moore, one of the greatest losses it has
candidate for All Southern will had in many years when "Chappy" Johnson, head athletic trainbe holding down the most stra- er passed away. Chappy was just
Clemson's Tigers take to the air*
much a 'part of Clemson as any
for the first time this fall when that they must be pretty well tegic center spot.
Howard is not as worried about other well known fixture which
they make a long journey to loaded.
his backs as he is his line as he' we see from day to day. He was
Houston, Texas, to encounter a
The Tigers have been hit pretty
one of the most valuable additions
powerful Rice Institute eleven
hard by losses in the line, but has most of his best backs return- which Clemson has ever made to
this coming Saturday night. It is
have a few returning men who ing from last year, among which its athletic department. He will
the first great test of the season
are being counted on to carry the are Fred Cone, Ray Matthews, long be remembered by everyone
for the Tigers and probably their
brunt of the load. On the ends Dick Hendley, Carol Cox, Jack at Clemson for the good things
toughest. Rice boasts one of the are Big John Poulos returning Calvert, and a host of other familwhich he did during his long emmost powerful teams in the counfrom last year and Glenn Smith iar names.
ployment at Clemson, and for the
try and the most powerful in the who is taking Oscar Thompson's
Coach Jess Neely on the other
Southwest Conference, and will place and right end. Coach How- hand has less worries than he invaluable service which he ren(
dered to help Clemson in the field
be among the most potent ad- ard has switched former end Bob has had in many
years. He has of athletics. "Chappy" is dead,
versaries which Clemson will enseniors in every position all of
counter this 1949 football season. Hudson from his end position to which are lettermen, and also but "Chappy" will not be forgotbolster the tackle slots. He will
ten at Clemson for many, many
To date Clemson holds a string
be aided by "Big Luke" Dean- about four deep in every position years to come.
of 15 victories in 15 starts and hardt at the other tackle, who with 2, and 3 years of hard earnMany people at Clemson were
are out to keep that clean slate if saw plenty of action last season, ed experience behind them. Neely ignorant of Chappie's existence,
is
looking
forward
to
one
of
the
it is at all possible. Rice doesn't and started off this one with a
most successful season's of his but in athletic circles everyone
boast quite such a record, but bang, scoring a T. D. against P. career at Rice, and this game knew of him. He was Coach
are a great improvement over C. in last Saturday night's en- with Clemson is an all important Howard's right hand marr when it
counter. The guard slots will be
their last year's aggregation. By held down by Jack Cox and Dan one to him for more reasons than came to keeping the boys in top
shape, and he did his best in evsome scribes they- are rated sixth DiMucci, former freshman star of just a mere victory. He would ery case to carry out his job,
rather
beat
Frank
Howard
than
in the nation, so you can expect last season, who is trying to fill
possibly any other coach he meets which in his case was a joy, not a
this year, and conversely Frank toil, to the fullest.
Many of Clemson's present athHoward would rather beat him
letes will, remember the famous
than any other opposition.
The battle this Saturday night "Chappy* rub-downs and the
By DICK RAINES
BAYLOR OVER SOUTH
could
well develop into aerial i ease with which he helped them
CAROLINA
warfare between the Tigs and nurse along sore muscles until
Last week's football forecast
they were in tip top shape again.
Enright's boys have a fine
was a breather compared to the backfield but are too thin up the Owls. Rice is sparkplugged
"Chappy" Johnson was born in
by
shifty
Tobin
Rote,
quartertough tilts coming up this week front to cope with Waco bears.
back in Rice's terrific "T", who 1870, and has been active in athend. Eighty-five per cent of the
letics ever since. He was a gradcontests were picked correctly VANDERBILT OVER GA. TECH is an able and deceptive runner uate of Bellair High School, Belland
passer.
"Raging
Ray"
Matover this past week end, but the
air, Ohio, and was the first colorThough Tech is a great team
percentage is certain to drop af- at the start of the season, but thews will lead the Bangals in ed boy to graduate from the
their
aerial
attack
if
they
decide
ter the probable upsets that are Vandy is the team to beat in the
mixed school system in Ohio.
to take to the air.
likely to occur this Friday and
SEC.
His main love and interest has
Coach Neely's line is a little
Saturday.
always
been in baseball. That is
heavier
and
more
experienced
Here are this week's predic- TULANE OVER ALABAMA
than Clemson's, but you can bet evident from the fine record he
tions as I see 'em.
Tulane is thought by many as that a Howard line will always be made for himself in that great
American pastime. Upon graduatthe South's top team. They in fighting until the very last.
FRIDAY NIGHT
shouldn't have much trouble
This game should prove Clem- ing from high school, "Chappy"
FURMAN OVER WASHINGTON proving it at 'Bama's expense.
son's toughest of the season for went in for baseball in a big
AND LEE
TENNESSEE OVER MISS.
they are facing a team which is way. He organized a colored
The Hurricanes showed signs of STATE
known for a fast and fancy brand baseball team known as "Chappy"
power last week against Georgia
Neyland's Vols will smother the of football. If the Tigers get by Johnson's All Stars, and played
and with that stiff game under Maroon's to avenge last year's de- this one they should be well on around the country for forty
their belts they should repeat last feat.
the way to another great season, years. He held down the catchyear's win over Washington and
although they are not expected to er's position on the team and was
KENTUCKY OVER L. S. U.
Lee.
turn in the excellent record which the major attraction. He rose to
The 'Cats will continue where they did in 1948.
the heights of the most famous
GEORGIA OVER
they left off last week with win
This will be a real test of en- colored catcher in the world.
CHATTANOOGA
number two over the Bayou Tigs. durance for the 1949 edition of
Upon leaving active baseball,
It seems as though the Georthe Clemson Tigers, and the game he went into the big leagues as a
gians need two setups before en- NORTH CAROLINA OVER
promises plenty of fast moving trainer and general all-around inN. C. STATE
gaging U. N. C.
State could win this one if action, thrills, and excitement for structor to help the youngsters
make their debuts in the big
OKLAHOMA OVER BOSTON
their offense materalized. But the fans.
Both Greenville and Anderson league. He trained for Boston of
COLLEGE
then, Snavely has Justice.
radio stations are carrying the the National professional baseball
Wilkerson's Sooners still have
game, so that fans who are un- league when Fred Tenney, the
enough 'potential power to edge a ARMY OVER DAVIDSON
The Black Knights of the Hud- able to make the trfp will be able great first baseman, was managgood Eagle eleven.
son will be too big and decep- to hear the play by play account ing the team. He then moved on
of this all-important contest.
to St. Paul under Mike Kelly's
tive for the North Carolinians.
MISSISSIPPI OVER AUBURN
Although the Rebels have lost MICHIGAN OVER MICH
a great deal of their '48 strength, STATE
they should stop the SEC's weak
Michigan has the edge but the
Schaeffer Tailoring Co.
sister.
Spartans will give them plenty of
NATIONALLY KNOWN
i trouble all afternoon.
SATURDAY
NATIONALLY PRICED
PITT OVER WM. AND MARY
CLEMSON OVER RICE
$42.50 to $62.00
W. and M. had a rough time
Rice has a fine defense, a good with Houston last wek and will
2 Piece Suit
offense, and lots of experience at have it rougher against the Panall positions. Clemson must off- thers.
THE ONLY PLACE IN TOWN YOU CAN GET THEM IS
set the Owl's defense . and experience with their own offense MINNESOTA OVER
if they are to continue their win- WASHINGTON
The Golden Gophers will be
116 West Whitner Street
ning ways. Anyway, a vote of
ANDERSON, S. C.
confidence for victory number West Coast bound late in December.
sixteen.
NOTRE DAME OVER INDIANA
S. M. U. OVER WAKE FOREST
►$M$M^t<M$<M$4*i^$<M^
Those poor Ho'osier's are in for
This tilt will test the true power a bruising afternoon.
of both squads. The Deacs might
come through on top, but a slight SOUTHERN CAL OVER NAVY
The men of Troy are the choice
edge must accompany the Mustangs since a guy named Walker of the Pacific Coast this year and
(Continued on Page 8)
(Doak) is in the backfield.

Tooth
Powder
HELPS COMBAT
TOOTH DECAY

JP \

HAIR TONICS
!

7
7
7
VITALIS
LUCKY TIGER 7
7
KREMYL
T
FITCH'S
7
7
MAHDEEN 7
7
7
T
7
SHAEFFER
7
7
PARKER
7
7
FOUNTAIN PENS 7
7
7
FINE LINE PENCILS
7
7
$1.00
f7
PARKER "21" PENS
7
7
$5.00
T
7
T
7
77
%
CREAM OIL

L. C. Martin Drug Company

Clemson, S. C. A

P. S. McCollum, Owner
THE REXALL STORE

Predictions
(Continued from Page 7)
the Middies will find out why.

William Powell is in the center of a romantic triangle in Universal-International's "Take One False Step," as Marsha Hunt (left)
and Shelly Winters bid for his attention. Playing Monday and
Tuesday, September 26-27 at the Clemson Theater.

Chappie Johnson
(Continued from Page 7)
At one time he also caught Rube
Waddell, world famous pitcher,
when Connie Mack first brought
him up to the majors, and was
again instrumental in helping a
youngster along the rough and
rocky road to fame.
"Chappy" was in this position
as a trainer for big league teams
when two of Clemson's coaches,
Randy Hinson and Goat McMillan
heard of him. They wired Coach
Howard and was advised by him
to grab "Chappy" as quickly as
possible, and he did this immediately.
Although "Chappy" came to
Clemson as head trainer, he never
quite gave up his lifelong love.
He continued to help coach spring
training for major league teams,
doing this until he could no longer continue, because of his prolonged illness. He is recognized
all over the big leagues and the
many great players which he
helped to develop for big league
baseball are innumerable.
He had become a favorite in his
ten years at Clemson and had
been of invaluable aid in improving the athletics at Clemson during that period. It is not often
that one finds a man who was so
wrapped up in his work that instead of work he considered it
more a pleasure, for he is doing
the thing which he loves. Such a
man was "Chappy." He will remain long in the memory of those
at Clemson who knew him and
became friends with him.
If we may quote an anecdote
which is often used in reference
to Chappie, it goes as follows,
"Chappie, bearing the scars of a
catcher, a right hand with gnarled and crooked fingers, loves to
sit *"- rftprr' talk baseball.
In
fact, some of the football players
say that Chappie's idea of Heaven
is a baseball diamond where all
the old stars gather and swap
stories of the good old days."
We hope that in his final rest,
"Chappie" has found that heaven
and is right up there with the
best of them "swapping stories of
the good old days."
Of the 418 key employees at
Clemson College( 103 rent from
private owners, or commute from
surrounding towns.
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ASME'S Will Meet
Tue. Ni , Sept. 27
The first meeting of the Clemson chapter of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
will be held in Room 300, Riggs
Hall, Tuesday night, September
27. All mechanical engineering
juniors and seniors are invited to
attend the meeting.
At this meeting, new members
will be taken in and old members
will be given a chance to renew
their memberships. The' dues
amount to three dollars a year.
This cost includes a nine month's
subscription to Mechanical Engineering magazine.
A member of the chapter reported that the rules have been
changed since last year and that
first semester juniors are now eligible to join the group.
More than 1,400 applications
have been received for the 1,224
freshman quota for the fall term
at Clemson College. Some of the
students applying will probably
decide later not to enroll at
Clemson, which is usually what
happens each year. 130 graduate,
post graduate' and special students will be enrolled. The present demands may require the
post-war enrollment quota of
3,200 students.

Five Writers Tapped
By Gama Alpha Mii;
Roy Cohen Is Judge

STANFORD OVER HARVARD
Stanford is one of the most improved clubs in the West. They
Five initiates have been chosen
seem to have too much for the by Octavus Roy Cohen, nationalCrimson.
ly known fiction writer, for entrance into Gamma Alpha Mu,
DUKE OVER RICHMOND
Wallace Wade's charges will honor English fraternity for
tear down the Spider's web for writers. They are Lee DeYoung,
(journalism), Charles M. Kennetheir first victory.
more, Jr. (fiction), John Warren
IOWA OVER U. C. L. A.
Bradfield, Jr. (poetry), Clyde R.
The Big Ten is still stronger Allen (journalism), and Royall E.
Norton (journalism).
than the West Coast.
Installation ceremonies will be
held sometime in the near future.
CALIFORNIA OVER
Students are reminded that
ST. MARV'S
Galloping Gaels beware of the manuscript entries must be submitted before spring vacation of
Golden Bear.
each year, and may be in the
fields of belles-lettres, journalism,
OHIO STATE OVER
fiction, and poetry. Student
MISSOURI
Another tough opener but the themes and term papers are ■ not
Buckeyes seem to be a Rose Bowl acceptable.
candidate and have a little too
much on the ball for the MissouThe number of hospital days
rians.
at Clemson College for the 194849 session for ROTC students was
larger than it was for the veteran
TEXAS OVER TEMPLE
Philly ■ will see their Owls student. The ROTC student had
481 hospital days and the vets
feathered by the Texans.
had 316 hospital days, making a
total of 797 hospital days for the
ILLINOIS OVER IOWA STATE
Although the Fighting Illini re- session for Clemson's 3,250 stumain no Big Ten threat, they'll dents.
blow out State Cyclone.
T. C. U. OVER OKLA. A & M
DEPENDABLE USED CARS
T. C. U.'s impressive win over
AND SPECIALIZED SERVICE
Kansas last week gave an indication of what might be expected ON ALL MAKES & MODELS.
from the Horned Frogs.
ALStf—
Boston U. over Syracuse, Detroit over Tulsa, Columbia over
Amherst, Cornell over JNiagara,
Yale over Connecticut, .Holy
Cross over Georgetown, Virginia
over George Washington, Kansas
over Colorado*, Wisconsin ove?
Marquette, Maryland over V.
Tech, Nebraska over South Dakota, Northwestern over Purdue,
Utah over Oregon State, Oregon
over Idaho, Penn State over Villanova, Santa Clara over San
Jose State, Quantico over V. M.
I, Washington State over, Montana, West Va. over Ohio U.,
Texas A & M over Texas Tech,
Florida over The Citadel, and
Princeton over Lafayette.

Modden's Motors

SEPTEMBER 28

BALFOUR JEWELRY DISPLAY

STOPHatthe

at

HOUSE OF BLUE LIGHTS CLUB

HOKE SLOAN'S

IN ANDERSON
An Elegant Place to Have Fun ....
PRIVATE MEMBERSHIP TO CLEMSON
MEN AT A REDUCED RATE

CLEMSON STUDENTS WELCOME
at

MAYFAIR GRILL
Anderson's Most Modern Restaurant

You Are Cordially Invited
ORCHESTRA EVERY SAT. NIGHT

CALHOUN SODA SHOP

AL HANCOCK AND HIS "JIVERS"

SANDWICHES, FOUNTAIN SERVICE

J. W. Robinson, Owner

ANDERSON, S. C.

Clothes may not make the person, but
they do make a difference.

That differ-.

ence is GENE ANDERSON'S, where thrifty students and their wives get the best
for the least.

EXPERT

1 P. M. TO 3:30 P. M.

ROYAL

Don't wait till your tires
are worn ttirough to the
fabric. When your tires are
worn smooth let our tire
specialists recap them for
new life.

Shoe Repairing
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
Shoes repaired while you wait.
Expert shoe dying, polishes,
laces, all accessories.
Just opened next to
L. C. Martin, Drug Co.

Ritz Shoe Shop

GENE ANDERSON'S

McCrary - We I born Tire Service
409 North Main Street

ANDERSON, S. C.
ANDERSON, S. C.

Walter Madden, owner

Worried About Your Rugs?
—Every Wednesday or Thursday is pickup day for rugs. Rugs cleaned, bound
and resized.
Call or Write

Heta Rug Co.
612 S. Main Street
Phone 27101
Greenville, S. C.
—If you have material, bring it to us and we will make you a
beautiful suit, top coat, sport coat or slacks guaranteed to fit.

RICHARDSON TAILORING CO
116 West Whitner Street
ANDERSON, S. C.

REPAIR
/For Skilled and
Dependable Watch Repairing

Thomas
N. Vaughn
Clemson, S. C.

MODERN ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
New Building Below Bank
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRS—SHOES DYED TO MATCH DRESS
J. I. Newton, Prop.

Sporting Goods

Hardware

CLEMSON THEATRE

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

CLEMSON, S. C.

ANDERSON, S. C.

Fri., Sat., Sept. 23, 24

On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place

"HOUSE OF
STRANGERS"

COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOKIES

With Susan Heyward
Edward G. Robinson

COX SANDWICH & SPECIALTY CO.
Easley, South Carolina

Mon., Tues., Sept. 26, 27

"TAKE ONE FALSE
STEP"
With William Powell
Shelley Winters

Wed.,* Thurs., Sept. 28, 29

WILL JAMES'
"SAND"
With Mark Stevens

-""M

Clemson Cafeteria and Bakery
"Y" Building
The best in homecooked foods <.. Steaks,
Short Orders, Sandwiches, Soft Drinks,
Fresh Pastries daily from our bakery.
Let Us Plan Your Next Banquets
OPEN TO PUBLIC 7 A. M. TO 11 P. M.

SEE A GOOD SHOW IN
MODERN COMFORT

Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Morris, Operators
PHONE 6461
Copyright 1949,

LIGGETT

St

MYERS TOBACCO TO.

